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James C. McClelland 

THE UTOPIAN AND THE HEROIC: DIVERGENT PATHS TO THE COMHUNIST 

IDEAL 

Bolshevik culture in revolutionary Russia was neither unitary nor 

disparate, but flowed in two separate and divergent channels. One, 

which I propose to label "utopianism, 11 was based on the belief 

that the most urgent tasks facing the new government were to imple

ment social-economic measures that would immediately benefit the 

people in whose name the revolution was being fought, and to under

take large-scale cultural, educational, and propagandistic cam

paigns in an effort to instill a proletarian class-consciousness 

among the population. Only then, it was thought, would Bolsheviks 

enjoy true mass support; only then would it be possible to establish 

the economic foundations for socialism. The second, which can be 

termed "revolutionary heroism," maintained that a drastic advance

ment of the economy was the most urgent need and that such a campaign 

must precede, not follow, efforts to produce a new political and 

cultural outlook on the part of the masses. Part and parcel of the 

ethos of war communism, this view insisted that in order to attain 

the socialist goal, militaristic methods must be used in the social

economic sphere regardless of the hardships they might impose or 

the opposition they might arouse from the public at large. The 

leading symbol of utopianism was Lunacharsky and his Commissariat 

of Englightenment, while that of revolutionary heroism was Trotsky 

and the Red Army. 

Although moderate as well as radical adherents could be found 

in both camps (there was, of·course. considerable disagreement 
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within each camp), each persuasion in its undiluted form exhibited 

fervent radicalism, extremist hopes, and reckless impatience to 

revolutionize existing institutions. It might appear that the 

heroic approach, with its emphasis on restoration of the economy, 

was the more pragmatic of the two. This was not the case, how

ever, for both were in their essence incompatible with the true 

pragmatism of the New Economic Policy. Conflict between them 

flared in particular during 1920 and early 1921, was continued 

but in a much reduced form during the twenties, and erupted into 

the open once again during the Cultural Revolution of 1928~1931. 

The specific issues over which the battles were fought included 

labor and trade union policy, the role of women, the question of 

proletarian culture, and the most appropriate form of higher edu

cation.1 This paper will examine the utopian-heroic conflict in 

yet another area--secondary education, where the vehement debate 

of 1920-1921 might well be summed up in the phrase "polytechnism 

vs. monotechnism." 

"At the present moment~" declared Lunacharskii in a speech on 

August 26, 1918, "the government is confronted with one task: how to 

impart to the people as quickly as possible the huge amount of 

knowledge they will need in order to fulfill the gigantic role which 

the revolution has given them."2 One might have thought that the 

primary task of the Soviet government in August, 1918, was to defeat 

the White armies, but Lunacharskii made no reference to the spreading 

Civil War in his speech. In fact, Lunacharskii and his Narkompros 
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colleagues formulated their policies during the first two years after 

the revolution generally without reference to the military conflict 

that was devastating so much of the country. Furthermore, since the 

energies of most other leading Bolsheviks ~ consumed by the Civil 

War, the Harkompros leaders were able~ for a while~ to undertake their 

reforms with little or no outside interference or opposition. 

The major reform effort at tbis time in the area of primary and 

secondary education was the statute on the "Unified Labor School" 

(Edinaia trudovaia shkola~ hereafter abbreviated ULS), signed by Lenin 

and published September 30, 1918.3 
The goal of the decree was nothing 

less than to reform all existing schools in the country into a 

mold. With one stroke of the pen, the complex tsarist 

system of gymnasia, realschulen, pro-gymnasia, primary schools, upper 

primary schools, and parish schools was declared abolished. In the 

future all primary and secondary schools were to be divided into two 

levels (stupeni). The first level (I level) was to provide a five-

year course of instruction for between the ages of and 

thirteen, while the second level (II level) was to offer four years of' 

training for children from thirteen to seventeen. All nine of 

education were to be free, co-educational, and compulsory for children 

of school age. It was hoped that the establishment of a unified 

network of this nature would guarantee free access to education for 

children from all classes, in particular from the proletariat and 

4 
peasantry. 

Increased accessibility was only one of the goals of the ULS 

reform. The other primary goal was to make the new schools 
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polytechnical in nature. Polytechnism as understood by Krupskaia 

and Lunacharskii was an eclectic concept that drew on the educational 

theories of George Kerschensteiner and John Dewey as well as on random 

comments by Karl Marx. In general~ it postulated that pupils learn 

best by doing rather than by passive reading or listening, and that 

most of the subjects to be studied in school should be related to the 
p~'ep"CJI''f' 

general theme of labor and the economy. The goal was to ..enable the 

future workers to become "masters" (khoziaeva), 1fi th a good overall 
-1-t:~ 

understanding of the economy as a whole, rather than train~ them to 
-<\ 

become mere cogs in the economic system as they had allegedly been 

under capitalism. 5 

How these principles caul?- be translated into practice, however, 

was not at all clear, and vagueness and disagreements on this point 

were a major weakness in the polytechnical position. Lunacharskii 

thought that secondary-aged pupils should learn various skills, such 

as lathe work and soldering, and in addition undertake part-time work 

in factories under direct pedagogical supervision. V. M. Pozner and 

P. N. Lepeshinskii believed schools should be turned into small 

communes which through the work of the pupils could satisfy all their 

own economic needs. Still others wanted to attach schools directly 

6 
to factories. 

But if unable to agree completely on what exactly a polytechnical 

school ~, most Narkompros figures were in clear agreement on what it 

was not. It was neither a strictly academic school like the tsarist 

gymnasium or realschule on the one hand, nor a narrow vocational trade 

school on the other. Furthermore, they all endorsed the basic utopian 
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premise that a new educational system, however organized, would play 

an extremely important role in the construction of socialism. As 

Krupskaia had put it before the revolution, a true labor school 

organized by a working-class government will be no less than a "tool 

for the transformation of modern society. 117 

In view of the conditions of the time in war-ravaged, poverty-

stricken Russia, the statute on the Unified Labor School could only 

serve as a declaration of intent, and, as events were to prove, a 

highly unrealistic one at that. Nonetheless~ its basic principles 

received the of Lenin, and were in fact written into 

the new party program that was adopted in March, 1919. Point 12(1) 

of the program, which had primarily been written by F..rupskaia herself, 

called for 

The provision of free and obligatory general and 

polytechnical education (which will familiarize the 

pupil with the theory and practice of all main 

branches of production) for all children of both 

sexes until 17 years of age. 

In addition, point 12(3) called for 

The complete realization of the principles of 

the Unified Labor School, ••• a close connection 

between studies and socially-productive labor, and 

the preparation of well-rounded members of communist 

. 8 SOCJ.ety. 

How did Narkompros during the years 1918-1919 undertake the task 

of converting the inherited existing schools into polytechnical schools 
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based on the ULS model? The central commissariat laid down few 

guidelines for this task, and practice varied widely from region to 

region within the RSFSR. radical Pozner and his associates (who 

might be termed "ultra-utopians") simply closed down many of the 

vocational and trade schools in the Moscow area, whereas in Petrograd 

they were generally maintained intact. Most teachers, especially in 

the outlying provinces, had absolutely no idea what was expected of 

them under the new conditions. The Civil War and disintegrating 

economy added to the 

Narkompros 's school policy 

educational chaos. Beginning 1919, 

to come under criticism from within 

the Bolshevik party for two main reasons: that many of the so-called 

polytechnical schools had retained a trbourgeois" academic atmosphere 

that was alien to s youth; and that the existing 

vocational education network had been seriously undermined by the 

emphasis on polytechnism. 9 The second criticism was more telling at 

the time, and in Nay, 1919, Lunacharskii made the first of what would 

be a long series of statements in which he reiterated and defended 

the basic behind Narkompros's educational reforms while 

admitting that errors had been made in the past and that compromises 

were necessary in the present. General, polytechnical education, he 

said, should definitely be the norm for children up to age seventeen. 

But for the first time, he clearly stated that the problems of 

economic construction demanded that high priority be given to the 

training of qualified workers. Furthermore, the establishment of a 

fully functioning ULS system was still a matter of the distant 

future. Consequently, it was wrong to close existing vocational 
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schools or neglect their technical equipment. Instead, they should be 

utilized on condition that their curricula be broadened as soon as 

.b t . 1 d . b 10 
poss1 le o 1nc u e general educat1onal su jects. 

Nonetheless, Lunacharskii's declaration neither altered the basic 

policies of Harkompros nor satisfied its critics. Criticism of 

Lunacharskii and his associates on this and other issues continued to 

mount until early 1920, when a new educational agency, based on the 

principles of revolutionary heroism, was created as a direct challenge 

to Narkompros • 

By the end of 1919 it appeared that the Civil War had finally come 

to an end. The armies of Denikin, Kolchak, and Yudenich had been 

decisively defeated, and neither the forthcoming Polish invasion nor 

the last-ditch regrouping of White forces around Earon Wrangel were at 

that time foreseen. The time had come, it seemed, to transfer attention 

from the military front to the so-called "second front"--the restoration 

of the national economy. 

It was Leon Trotskii who proposed the methods that were chosen to 

accomplish this task. Then at the pinnacle of his career, the fiery 

Commissar of War had been brilliantly successful in whipping the Red 

Army into a victorious fighting unit. His principles ivere strict 

centralization, ruthless discipline, and passionate exhortations for 

sacrifice from the rank and file. Why not apply the sa.r:J.e methods to 

the equally staggering problem of economic restoration? 

The crux of Trotskii's program was the "militarization" of labor, 

which would subject every able-bodied citizen to "labor conscription" 
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( trudovaia novinnost' ) whereby, under threat of' military discipline, 

he would be obligated to perform labor for the state and could even 

b t t d . t t . h h' 11 e sen o lS an parts of t e country for t lS purpose. The 

country was in crying need of skilled, as well as unskilled, labor 

and accordingly Trotskii's plan also called for a rejuvenation of 

vocational education. When the Narkompros leadership got wind of the 

project, it "sharply protested," fearing that vocational education 

would be taken out of its hands, narrowly construed, and divorced 

from the principle of polytechnism. 12 These fears proved justified. 

The Central Committee approved a modified version of' Trotskii's plan 

on January 22, 1920, and so,~arkom decrees of January 29, signed by 

Lenin, established a new organ called the Main Committee of Vocational

Technical Education (Glavprofo~r). 13 As a concession to Narkomnros, 

Glavprofobr was administratively located within the Commissariat of 

Enlightenment, and Lunacharskii became its nominal chairman. In fact, 

however, it was granted considerable administrative autonomy, its own 

budget, and an advisory council in which representatives of Vesenkha, 

the trade unions, and the economic commissariats easily outweighed 

14 
those of Narkompros. Its real leader was 0. Iu. Shmidt, a 

mathematician and subsequent polar explorer, ardent vocationalist, 

and opponent of polytechnism. Although Lunacharskii, as always, tried 

to make the best of the situation and mediate between the two camps, 

in fact the lines were drawn for a struggle between the utopian-minded 

polytechnists in Iiarkompros and the heroic-inclined vocationalists in 

Glavprofobr. 

The differences between the two groups were fundamental. Whereas 
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Lunacharskii thought that socialism could be achieved only by 

educated~ class-conscious workers, and Krupskaia regarded the labor 

school as a "tool for the transformation of modern society," Shmidt, 

himself only a recent convert to Marxism, cogently presented the 

opposite view: 

Marxists, or anyone whom life has taught to think in 

Marxist terms, know that it is not words, it is not 

studies, it is not upbringing that creates new people, 

but a change in the economic structure • • • if 

socialism is not accomplished in the economic sphere, all 

attempts to accomplish it in the school will be in vain. 15 

If economic development, then, is primary, does this mean that the role 

of education is unimportant? Not at all, replied the vocationalists, 

because among the economy's most urgent needs was a large influx of 

vocationally trained workers. What it did mean 1-ras that the educational 

system must not be viewed as a.'1 end in itself, but must be strictly 

b . h d . t 16 B G K 1 su ord1nated to t e nee s of the econorn2c sys em. • • oze ev, a 

leading trade unionist and member of the Glayprofobr collegium, called 

to draw up a 

detailed plan providing precise estimates of the number of specialists 

that would be needed in each area of the economy.in future years •. 

Glayprofobr would then adjust its admissions quotas and allocate its 

resources among the different vocational schools under its jurisdiction 

d . 1 17 accor: 1ng y. 

The Glayprofobr enthusiasts thus envisioned their committee as a 

production organ par excellence. Its job was to produce trained human 
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specialists. It would receive orders for specified quantities and 

types of its goods from Vesenkha. The source of its raw materials 

would be unskilled trade unionists and youth currently enrolled in 

secondary and higher education. The distributing organ, which would 

send the finished products to their place of employment (under threat 

of compulsion, if necessary) would be Glavnrofobr's twin, the recently 

established Main Committee for Universal Labor Conscription 

18 
( Glavkomtrud). 

It vas fantasy to think that such a well-oiled co-ordination 

could be achieved under the chaotic conditions of 1920. Vesenkha, 

for one, had never been a strong organ and furthermore was led by 

Rykov and Miliutin, ooth moderates who had opposed Trotskii's plan 

for the militarization of labor from the beginning. Nonetheless, 

Glavprofobr's plans for vocational education did receive important 

support in April from the Third All-Russian Congress of Trade Unions--

support that was doubly significant because the previous year's 

congress had adopted strikingly different resolutions calling for 

the development of a proletarian culture and for vocational training 

to be embedded in a general curriculum including subjects such as 

political economy and business management. 19 Still more important 

was strong support for vocationaliot principles from a completely new 

and unexpected source--the recently established Commissariat of 

Education of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. 

~~e policies of Ukrainian Commissar of Education G. P. Grinko 

and his deputy Ia. P. Riappo are prime examples of the heroic approach 

to education. In some respects, such as the uncompromising nature of 
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their attack on the status quo~ their attitudes resembled those of the 

most extreme utopians. nThe worker-peasant revolution of the twentieth 

century,n wrote 

will produce not reform of the former institutions~ but 

revolution. • • • Attempts to rebuild the old institu-

tions are completely hopeless •••• We must approach 

the question as though we were confronted by a 

20 completely clean slate. 

They attacked the Labor of the Russian Narkompros on the 

grounds that it represented an insufficient break vith the "bourgeois 11 

academic school of the past, and, like some of the ultra-utopians in 

the RSFSR, they regarded the school itself as only a transitional 

institution which should be as soon as possible "With childrens' 

colonies that would fulfill the functions of both family and school. 

Where they strongly differed from both moderate and extreme utopians, 

however, was in their insistence that education at the secondary and 

higher level should be directly coordinated with the needs of economic 

two years closed some well-equipped vocational schools, the Ukrainian 

Narkompros adopted the opposite of several functioning 

h 1 f 1 d t
. 21 sc oo s o genera e uca 1on. One of Grinko's theses approved by 

the Second All-Ukrainian Coilgress of Education (August, 1920) read, 

Under the circumstances of extreme economic 

impoverishment, ••• when the necessity of a 

qualified working force • • • has become the 

decisive factor in economic reconstruction, 



vocational-technical education must become the basic 

principle of the entire system of education. 22 

Yillowledge acquired in a vocational school, according to 

12 

was 

not an end in itself, but only a means of preparing the student for 

d f . 't t' ' 'alt 23 a e ~n~ e voca ~ona~ specl y. 

Riappo wrote at one point that the Ukrainian educational system 

of "monotechnism" would only be valid for the transition bet1-teen 

capitalism and 24 But, like Trotskii's defense 

of forced labor, Grinkc and Riappo tended to make a virtue out of the 

necessity of vocational education. Grinko insisted that vocational 

education should not be viewed as some sort of external appendage 

developed personality as a bourgeois remnant, to which they counterposed 

their own ideal of "Homo technicus, 11 who would achieve his fulfillment 

through in the building of a technological society. 25 

It is time now to move from the realm of general principles to 

that of specific policy issues. There were a number of issues that 

divided the Russian Harkomvros on the one hand from Glayprobr and the 

Ukrainian Narkcmpros on the other during the course of 1920: higher 

education, adult education, the'organizational structure of the 

commissariat itself. But it was the secondary school issue .that was 

the most divisive ru1d bitterly disputed. On the one hand was the 

original Narkompros position that all school-aged children should 

attend a nine-year, general educational, polytechnical labor school 
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from age eight to seventeen. This position had the great advantage 

of being enshrined in the party program of 1919; it had the great 

disadvantage of having failed miserably during the first two years 

of its attempted implementation. The other position maintained that 

vocational (or "monotechnical11
) education must begin no later than 

age fifteen. Before that, there could be a seven-year school (although 

the Ukrainians in particular much preferred a network of children's 

homes or colonies) in vrhich children would learn one or more trades 
+" -the seve11- yeal' .sc..hool; 

or skills. In addition A however, the existing network of trade and 

vocational schools for school-aged children would be maintained and 

even expanded. Graduates of the seven-year school could go on to a 

four-year technicum and a few could go on to a specialized higher 

educational institute, in which the curricula would be shortened 

from five years to three. 

Lunacharskii 1 s leadership of the polytechnical camp was wobbly, 

to say the least. He proved willing to concede on all essential 

points while still proclaiming the general principles that were in 

fact being sacrificed. He admitted failures, which he attributed 

primarily to the Civil War and the government's inability or unwi 

ness to allocate sufficient resources to culture and education. He 

acknowledged, in view of the economic crisis, the necessity for the 

establishment of Glavprofobr, said that vocational education should 

begin even as early as age fourteen, and welcomed the continued exis-

tence of vocational schools, especially those in or near factories, 

26 for youth who were not attending the general schools. But he warned 

against letting this trend go too far: 



We understand that the ruined Russian economy is in need 

of specialists, but the working class nonethelesB has 

not overthrown the rule of capital in order not to 

acquire in the course of many years genuine culture, 

not to raise itself to the consciousness of its own 

human worth • • • It is essential that the officials 

of the Unified Labor School completely 

tremendous importance of the task which 

ze the 

is forced to fulfill--the task of adapting the growing 

stream of the new in school to the living 

economic demands which the country is at 

the moment. On the other hand, it is necessary that 

Glavprofobr officials understand that we are 

in a socialist , where it is impossible merely 

to count on the needs of production and where to 

forget the man in favor of production will no longer 

be permitted by the proletariat itself. 27 

14 

Other Uarkompros leaders (especially ) and many teachers 

did not accept their commissar's concessions. The issue was an emotional 

one--everyone remembered how the tsarist Ministry of Education had 

aroused both liberal and radical anger by creating a vocational school 

network that was clearly intended to keep middle and lo>-rer-class 

children from improving or questioning their status. Trying to appear 

reasonable before a clearly hostile audience at a conference of 'Bol.s\1e111k- kc" 1"J 

educators (September, 1920), Shmidt stated that he wasn't in favor of 

narrovr specialization either. But he labeled polytechnism under present 

-~--~---~--~ ~-------~- ------~------------······ 
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conditions utopian and argued that the last two years of the 

'SChool should have a definite vocational bias. 28 His views were 

sharply opposed at the conference by Pokrovskii and Krupskaia. 29 In 

late October SmJidt claimed that 

the educational system of a full-fledged co~munist society without 

considering that first it was necessary to pass through a long 

transition period. He complained that it had proven very difficult~ 

to get Narkompros to 

in the implementation of a more vocationally-oriented policy but that 

he still hoped that such 

future.
30 

would be forthcoming in the 

It seemed clear that the dispute would have to be resolved by 

higher authority~ and at the end of October Lunacharskii seconded 

Grinko's proposal to Lenin that a special party conference on education 

be convened by the Central Committee. The conference met from 

December 31, 1920 to January 4, ':eo the dismay of the participants, 

only two members of the Central Committee showed up (Zinoviev and 

Preobrazhenskii) and they did not take an active part in the 

deliberations. 32 \lith Krupskaia absent because of illness and 

Lunscharskii willing to compromise on just about everything, the 

vocattonalists were clearly in the ascendant. The adopted resolutions 

called for a seven-year, not a school, so that the age of 

fifteen became the definite transition point between general and 

vocational education. A new set of factory schools for proletarian 

youth were to be established along side the seven-year school, and the 

very idea of a general educational school for youth (iunoshest!:_c:?..) 
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which did not provide a. definite vocational specialty was condemned 

33 as a vestige from the bourgeois past. 

A relatively new figure at the conference was E. A. Litkens, who 

had in October been given the job of carrying out an administrative 

reorganization of Harkompros. His plan, based largely on the model of 

the Ukrainian Commissariat of Education, would have enshrined the age 

of fifteen as a transition point by creating a Nain Administration of 

Socialist Upbringing (Glavsotsvos) with jurisdictj_on for schools and 

educational activities up to age fifteen, and then giving Glavprof~~ 

jurisdiction over educational institutions for those aged fifteen and 

above. (Previously the Russian Glavprofobr had enjoyed jurisdiction 

over only higher technical institutes, not universities, and had only 

vaguely-defined rights to assist in the dra<ring up of curricula for 

the upper grades of the nine-year school.) A civil war veteran and 

prote'gl of Trotskii, Litkens was clearly in the heroic tradition and 

unsparing in his criticism of Narkomnros for its slowness to adopt new 

militaristic approaches to cultural and educational work among the 

34 masses. 

To be sure, the resolutions did contain some concessions to 

Narkompros principles and there were delegates from the trade unions 

who protested that vocational principles had not been carried far 

enough at the conference. Nonetheless, Grinko and Shmidt were 

essentially correct when they smugly claimed that their principles 

3(-
had triumphed. ~ 

Ltmacharskii, in a remarkable report to Lenin at the close of 

the conference, appeared quite satisfied with its results. It is 
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true, he said, that several of the resolutions reflected the u~rainian 

viewpoint, but the differences between the Ukrainian and Russian 

Narkompros had by now been reduced to matters of detail. Furthermore, 

the RSFSR contingent, including Lunacharskii, Pokrovskii, Litkens, and 

Shmidt, found themselves much more united at the conference than they 

had been in the past. 36 Krupskaia, however, was not at all pleased 

when she learned the results of the conference, and fired off a letter 

of protest to Lenin. 37 And Lenin, as it turned out, needed little 

urging at this point to involve both himself and the Central Committee 

in the controversial issue of polytechnism. 

Previously Lenin had said relatively little about the reform of 

educational institutions, although he had of course supported both the 

As the Civil War was winding down in the fall of 1920, he focused his 

attention on one of the chief problems that would confront him for the 

rest of his life--how to progress tovrard a communist society in a 

country where the vast majority of the population, including a 

majority of party members, were uneducated and unenlightened. In 

November he coined his famous slogan, "Communism is Soviet power 

the electrification of the whole country," and in December the Eighth 

All R . C f S . t t d t• ~o'"LRO 38 - uss~an ongress o ov~e s accep e .1e v .c.· progra.'il. Lenin 

seemed convinced, however, that the plan would succeed only if it 

were properly understood by the population as a whole--not just the 

relatively few technicians that were actually working on it. This 

consideration helped to breathe new life at this time into his previous 
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belief in polytechnism. 

~\ro brief notes written by Lenin (November 29 and December 8, 

1920) the on-going reorganization of the commissariat of 

enlightenment some cl.ues to his thinking on this subject. The 

gist of his comments was that it might be possible to abolish (!) 

but on the condition that general, political, and 

polytechnical ects be assured a large place in the curricu1Qm. 39' 

A somewhat fuller expression of his ideas can be found in his marginal 

notes (not publi knmm until publication in 1929) on a set of 

theses which had for the Party education conference. 

In the theses themselves had reaffirmed the original 

was critically 

that the full nine-year polytechnical school 

, both for the pupils and for society. 40 

Lenin's comments were those of a hurried, iapatient > but incisive 

man. He objected to the tone of the theses, 1-Jhich he believed 

was overly abstract and out of touch with reality. He wanted Y~upskaia 

to defend the 

insisted that the "extremely severe economic condition of the country" 

required the "immediate and unconditional merger" of the upper grades 

of the ULS with existing vocational schools, though again he emphasized 

that in the process the curricula should be broadened and narrm.r 

specialization avoided. Furthermore, he emphasized that a number 

technical education, such as visits to the new electrical stations 

combined with experinents and demonstrations to show the 
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limitless practical cations of electricity~ similar excursions 

to state farms and factories, and, the "mobilization" of engj.neers, 

agronomists, and other practicing specialists to give lectures and 

demonstrations. Secondary schools should turn out trained metal 

workers, joiners, and , but these graduates must also be 

equipped with and polytechnical knowledge. He urged Y~upskaia 

to draw up in detail a lfminimumn of knowledge that all schools should 

impart in or polytechnical subjects, such as the principles of 

communism, electrification, agronomy, and the like. In a final parting 

shot--not at but at her enemies--he wrote, 

have 

Grinko, it appears, has been making an ass of himself, 

denyine;; 

O. Iu. Shrnidt}. 

cal education (perhaps in part also 

41 This must be corrected. 

The evidence do'-'s not support the conclusions of historians who 

Lenin's notes as representing a sharp change in his 

attitude toward clmism or as a blunt dismissal of Krupskaia' s 

most treasured ideas.
42 

To be sure, he did in effect support the 

lowering of the age at which vocational training would begin. But 

he had hinted at this change earlier, and, more importantly, 

he continued to support the principle (at least as he m1derstood it) 

of polytecl:mism itself. His primary grievances were with the 

vocationalists, whereas he criticized Krupskaia not so much for her 

continued of polytechnism as for her inability to express 

its principles in clear~ practical language. 

When Lenin received the results of the Party education 

conference~ therefore, he was like a cat ready to spring. And 
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spring he did. In a set of directives published in the name of the 

central committee on February 5, and in a Pravda article under his 
veht:me11tly 

own name that appeared February 9, LeninAattacked the partic1pants 
sharply 

and criticized the resolutions of the conference. In the first 
" 

place~ Lenin reminded them that to the party program the 

proper age for the transition from to technical education 

was seventeen. The lowering of this age to fifteen, therefore, must 

be regarded as only a ical necessity of the present 

and in no way should be defended, as some had done at the conference, 

as an act of principle. Fm·thermore, even in the present, poly-

technical principles should be into vocational education 

wherever there is even the pos The very use of 

the term "monotechnical education" was, fumed Lenin> "fundamentally 

incorrect, totally impermissible for a ignorance 

of the program and an idle fascination with abstract II (That 

the very concept of polytechnism itself be an "abstract slogan" 

was apparently a possibility that Lenin never to consider.) 

he said, was the lack of experienced educators and administrators 

on their staffs. Lunacharskii and Pokrovskii were the only ones who 

could be called "specialists." The task of all the others was not to 

engage in empty theorizing, but to find and utilize the skills of 

those (even if they be bourgeois in origin) who were 

specialists in the field of education. 43 

Although spared the brunt of Lenin 1 s attack, Lunacharsk:i.i 's 

behavior was nonetheless included in the criticism, as he himself 
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realized. A rather shame-faced and apologetic Lunacharskii wrote to 

Lenin that he fully agreed with Lenin's points, but that he had often 
-the 01h ,·I ,"j '/ ilncY 

lacked"the persistence to put them into effect. "Now we shall correct 

. " 44 tlus, he concluded. 

Shmidt 1-ras not so easily convinced. After a prolonged and bitter 

polemic with Krupskaia in the pages of Pravda, he was removed from his 

position as the head of Glavprofob~ by the Central Committee. 45 

vfuat~ then was the ultimate outcome of this dispute? In practical 

terms it was a compromise, with some of the vocationalist measures 

being adopted in practice 1-rhile polytechnicsm was reaffirmed in · 

principle. But at a larger level the implication of Lenin's policy 

in this as in several other areas at this time was that both revolution-

ary heroism and utopianism were wrong insofar as both had demanded a 

radical transformation of existing institutions tLat had proved beyond 

the po1-rer of the young regime to achieve. It had become clear that the 

schools were not going to be reformed or re-built anywhere near as 

quickly as everyone had hoped in the first years of the revolution. 

Herein lies a partial explanation for Lenin's continuing interest in 

the problem of the administrative reorganization of Narkompros. 

Sovnarkom had issued a decree dealing 1vith this issue on February 11, 

46 
1921, but well after that date Lenin continued to press Litkens to 

continue working on the job. "Do not," wrote Lenin to Litkens on 

March 27, "tear yourself away from your organizational-administrative 

work. From you and only you we will strictly and quickly (in about 

2-3 months) demand results • • • Put all attention on that. "
117 For 

if there were to be fewer efforts to change the nature of schools in 
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particular or in ~ then there would need to be more 

efforts to achieve administrative control over the existing, imperfect, 

and unreformed This Leninist emphasis on organizational 

control rather than radical change in either the utopian or heroic 

direction amounted to a third major approach to the communist ideal, 

an approach that -.muld 

Economic Policy from to 1928. 

during the years of the 1Iew 
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